NEW FEATURES INCLUDED IN THIS RELEASE:

WIRELESS SOFTWARE UPDATES
   • Vehicles will now have software updates activated as standard

ISSUES FIXED IN THIS RELEASE:

ANDROID AUTO™
   • Improved automatic connection of Android Auto™ phones*

CLIMATE CONTROL
   • Fix for ‘Climate not available’ appearing on the instrument cluster and the climate controls not responding

PARKING AID AND CAMERAS
   • If front camera is selected, it will no longer be replaced by the parking aid pop-up when approaching an obstacle
   • Performance improvements for the reverse camera when rapidly switching from reverse to drive (not applicable to USA vehicles)
   • After the front camera view has been automatically activated, you can now use the soft keys at the bottom of the screen to navigate away from this view

(CHINESE LANGUAGE ONLY)
BLUETOOTH®
   • Bluetooth® devices will now display their correct names in the source screen
   • ‘Source’ in the Bluetooth® screen is now correctly translated

*The services offered by Android Auto™ depends on feature availability in your country, please see [https://www.android.com/auto/] for more information.